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A Novel Detection Algorithm for Impulse Spike
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Abstract—Due to deficiencies in the operational spike detection,
many moderate and strong impulse spike interferences constantly
remain nondetected in the cross-track infrared sounder (CrIS) sen-
sor data record (SDR) data at the short-wave infrared (SWIR) band
over the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region. This study char-
acterizes imaginary radiance spectrum features in the presence of
four intensities of spikes at three different hitting locations through
radiative transfer model simulations. It is found that periodic ring-
ing patterns appear in the imaginary spectral radiance. Following
it, we establish a novel spike detection algorithm based on the spiky
feature of power spectral density (PSD) in detrended and normal-
ized imaginary SWIR CrIS spectral radiances. The performance of
the algorithm is assessed by applying it to the multiple years of the
SNPP and NOAA-20 CrIS full spectral resolution (FSR) radiance
data. Approximate 300 and 500 spike events per day are detected for
SNPP and NOAA-20 CrIS individually. The spikes can obviously
increase the uncertainty in brightness temperature measurements
at SWIR window channels that is determined by hitting location of
the interferogram arms and the impulse intensities. Strong impulse
spikes can trigger spectral radiance uncertainty by several times
in SWIR window channels. Even the weakest impulse event can
increase spectral radiance uncertainty by 4% in SWIR window
channels. In addition, our simulations and one case study of CrIS
data show that the spikes can degrade the quality of the CrIS data
at the SWIR band with the largest impact at absorbing channels
and the smallest at the window channels. The resultant brightness
temperature change are 3 K for absorbing channels and up to
1 K for window channels in the SWIR band, demonstrating the
significance flagging the CrIS data that are contaminated by the
moderate and strong spikes that are missed in the operational data
processing.

Index Terms—Digital signal processing, Fourier transform
infrared, hyperspectral sensors, low earth orbit satellites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE cross-track infrared sounder (CrIS) is one of the
instruments that onboard the Suomi National Polar-

orbiting Partnership (SNPP) and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)-20 satellites. It provides
hyperspectral radiances of either 1305, i.e., normal spectral
resolution (NSR), or 2211, i.e., full spectral resolution (FSR)
frequencies emitted from the earth’s surface and its atmosphere,
covering three infrared bands: long-wave infrared (LWIR),
mid-wave infrared (MWIR), and short-wave infrared (SWIR).
This instrument finishes a scan in 8 s, which consists of 34
field-of-regards (FORs) of measurements, where 30 FORs are
reserved for scanning the earth scene (ES), two FORs looking
at the internal calibration target (ICT), and two FORs looking at
the deep space (DS) scene. Each FOR contains a three-by-three
field-of-view (FOV) array [1]. Table I lists the spectral, sampling,
and decimation factor specifications of the CrIS instrument.
The spectral radiance sensor data record (SDR) data of the
CrIS instruments onboarding SNPP and NOAA-20 satellites
are processed by the interface data processing segment (IDPS)
and are distributed to the user community through the office of
satellite and product operations (OSPO), product distribution
and access (PDA), and NOAA’s comprehensive large array-data
stewardship system (CLASS).

The accuracy of the CrIS spectral radiance data is important
for many applications, including the numerical weather predic-
tion, inter-sensor calibration, atmospheric component retrieval,
and climate process studies [2]–[6]. Currently, the CrIS SDR
data quality is widely recognized in the user community due to
a mature calibration algorithm [7] and a set of comprehensive
data quality control system [1]. However, a problem still remains
in the CrIS SDR data at the SWIR band due to the occurrence of
impulse spikes over the South Atlantic anomaly (SAA), which
is associated to the effect of cosmic particle interaction with
the sensitive instrument detectors and associated electronics [8].
Currently, extremely strong spikes can be detected by using the
bit-trim mask table in the onboard data processing, but such
strong spike events are rare [9]. Another impulse spike detection
method is developed in the ground data calibration system by
comparing two sides of the interferogram around the zero path
difference (ZPD) since the spike destroys its symmetry feature
[10]. This method was applied only between October 3, 2018 and
December 15, 2018, since it caused many false alarms in MWIR,
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TABLE I
SPECTRAL SPECIFICATION OF SNPP CRIS INSTRUMENT1 [1]

1The NOAA-20 CrIS has the same specification as SNPP CrIS, and the data in parentheses correspond to the FSR SDR
2These numbers have been updated several times since SNPP mission.

DS, and ICT moving window size (e.g.,1). As a result, many
undetected spikes remain in the current operational CrIS SDR
product degrading the data quality (see the following analysis in
this study). This calls for the development of a new method to
detect moderate and strong spikes contaminating the quality of
the CrIS data.

In this study, we present a method for detecting the spike-
contaminated data, using SWIR CrIS imaginary spectral ra-
diance because the spike-triggered current is of the similar
magnitude of the SWIR detector current [10]. This includes
the analysis about features of simulated CrIS FSR ES spectral
radiance at the SWIR band in the presence of spikes with variable
intensities and locations in the interferogram domain by using a
line-by-line radiative transfer model (LBLRTM) [11]. With this
analysis, we establish a novel algorithm to detect the impulse
spike interferences through the power spectral density (PSD)
pattern of the SWIR imaginary spectral radiance. Furthermore,
the new algorithm is applied to the SNPP and NOAA-20 CrIS
FSR SDR radiance data between 2016 and 2021 to assess the
performance of the algorithm and its impact on the quality of
the CrIS SDR data products.

Section II simulates features of the ES imaginary spectral
radiance at the SWIR band in the presence of spikes with variable
intensities and locations in the interferogram domain. Section 3
presents the spike detection algorithm. In Section IV, the new
spike algorithm is applied to the SNPP and NOAA-20 CrIS
SDR radiance data to assess the performance and impact of
the algorithm on the quality of the CrIS SDR data products.
Summary and conclusions are given in Section V.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF SPIKE-CONTAMINATED ES
IMAGINARY RADIANCE

The impulse spike in the interferogram domain can be de-
scribed as the following form:

Iimpulse (x) = A · δ (x− x0) . (1)

Here, δ is the discretised Dirac delta function, A is the in-
tensity, and x-x0 represents the distance between the impulse
spike and ZPD, which is frequently used to describe the hitting
location in the interferogram domain.

1[Online]. Available: https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/smcd/icvs_metrics/
status/J01/CrIS_FSR//2019/07/20190708_ICT_WindowSize_alltime_AVG_
MW.png

The Fourier transform of interferogram with an impulse spike
with a limited interval α is [12]
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Equation (2) shows that the impact of an impulse spike on the
interferogram domain can spread over every frequency in the
spectral domain. It is necessary to investigate features of spikes
with different intensities and locations on spectral radiance
at CrIS wavelengths. However, it is difficult to conduct this
analysis using the measured CrIS data. The LBLRTM, covering
the wavenumber scale from 0 to 3500 cm−1 in 0.0005 cm−1

step, is used to simulate the CrIS top-of-atmospheric spectral
radiance in the presence of various types of spikes. The input
atmospheric model is the U.S. 1976 standard atmosphere. The
simulated spikes consist of three hitting locations: the edge, the
harmonic, and the near center region of interferogram. Each
of them has impulse spikes at four levels of intensities, i.e.,
1.3, 2, 4, and 6 times of the original radiometric value without
the spike’s contamination (also named as the reference value),
representing weak, moderate, strong, and very strong impulse
events, respectively. The simulated radiance is further converted
to the interferogram domain and truncated to the CrIS spectral
resolution for the analysis about features and impacts of spikes
(see Fig. 1).

Fig. 2(a)–(c) displays the simulated interferogram in the pres-
ence of the spikes at three locations correspondingly. Only part
of each interferogram is plotted to highlight the spike events.
The maximal absolute values triggered by the impulse spikes
are located at 20th sampling bin for the edge events, 124th for
the harmonic events, and 380th for the near center events. At
each location, the four intensities of spikes, as defined above,
are included. The nonimpacted original value (1x) is also
plotted for reference. Figs. 2–4 display the imaginary part of
the simulated spectral radiance corresponding to the spikes in
Fig. 2(a)–(c), respectively. They also include the impacts of spike
on the radiance, which is defined as the brightness tempera-
ture (BT) deviations against the simulated ES radiance without
spike contamination. As shown in the figures, certain ringing
patterns appear in the imaginary spectral radiance as impulse
noise changes the phase of spectral radiance. The frequency
and intensity of the ringing patterns vary with the intensity

https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/smcd/icvs_metrics/status/J01/CrIS_FSR//2019/07/20190708_ICT_WindowSize_alltime_AVG_MW.png
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Fig. 1. CrIS SWIR impulse spike simulation flowchart.

Fig. 2. Simulated impulse noise events at three locations on the interferogram. (a) Edge. (b) Harmonic. (c) Near center. The original value (1x) is also plotted for
comparison.

and location of spikes in the interferogram, as summarized
below.

First, imaginary radiance spectrum at the SWIR band presents
a lower frequency ringing pattern as the spike moves to the center
of interferogram (left panels in Fig. 3). Those spike intrusions
result in certain BT biases against the BTs without the spike
contamination, depending on wavelength (right panels in Fig. 3).

The CO2 absorption continuum between 2230 and 2380 cm−1

at the CrIS SWIR band are much more sensitive than window
channels. If the impulse is a weak one, i.e., only 30% higher than
the reference value, the biggest change of BT is about 0.6 K at
around 2380 cm−1 that is the border between the absorption
continuum and window zone. For most window channels, the
uncertainty caused by impulse noise is less than 0.06 K, lower
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Fig. 3. Imaginary part of simulated ES radiances (Left column) and the BT difference (right column) compared to reference in case of impulse noise events
occurring near the interferogram center with difference intensities. (a)–(b) Weak. (c)–(d) Moderate. (e)–(f) Strong. (g)–(h) Very strong.

than the 3-sigma radiance uncertainty, which is 0.1 K declared in
[13]. However, if the impulse amplitude is doubled, the maximal
BT difference is about 2 K at the absorbing channels and 0.2 K
at window channels. If the impulse amplitude is much larger,
such as 4 and 6 times higher than the original, the maximal
BT difference could go up to 5 and 9 K at absorbing channels,
respectively, 0.6 and 1 K at window channels, respectively.

Second, the spike introduces much higher frequency ringing
pattern in the imaginary spectral radiance (Fig. 4 left panels) as it
hits the edge part of the interferogram. Regarding to the BT bias,
both window and absorption zones became more ringing but the
amplitude was shrunk. The biggest difference still happens at
around 2380 cm−1, and its amplitude varies with the intensity

of spikes, 0.2, 0.5, 2, and 3 K for weak, moderate, strong, and
very strong cases, respectively. For most of the window zone, the
amplitude of difference is nearly ten times smaller: 0.02, 0.08,
0.2, and 0.3 K, respectively. Comparing to the near center spike
events, the impact of edge events is generally lower, where only
strong and very strong impulse events could cause significant
biases.

Thirdly, the impulse impact is complicated when the impulse
spike hits the ES interferogram harmonic zones that are caused
by the selective absorbing feature of the atmospheric compo-
nents, as given in Fig. 5. Comparing with Figs. 3 and 4, the
ringing is more evenly distribute in each wavenumber. If the
impulse amplitude is weak, the ringing amplitude is around
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but the impulse noise is near the edge of interferogram.

0.1 K for window zone, and the maximal difference is about 1 K
at around 2380 cm−1. The impact is significantly greater than
that happened in either the edge or near the center. If the impulse
amplitude is 2/4/6 times of the original, the maximal BT bias
could reach 4/12/40 K in the absorbing channels and 0.3/0.6/1 K
in window channels.

Table II summarizes the BT differences in the presence of
spikes with diverse magnitudes at three locations in the interfer-
ogram based upon the results in Figs. 2–4. The BT differences
are determined by the location of spikes. If the spike is weak, i.e.,
only 30% greater than the original value, the maximal caused BT
bias is on the order of 1 K. If the spike amplitude is doubled, its
impact is less than 0.3 K if it happens in the edge part. However,

this impact becomes larger if it happens in either the harmonic
or near the center. If the spike amplitude is more than double of
the original value then they will produce significant differences
against radiative transfer model simulations. It is also found,
according to the simulation, the most sensitive channels are those
near the 2380 cm−1, i.e., the boundary between CO2 absorbing
continuum and window channels.

Therefore, the above simulation analyzes have shown that
spike interferences can cause a series of periodic ringing patterns
with different occurrence frequency and intensity in the contam-
inated imaginary spectral radiance. The BT differences due to
most of the simulated spike interferences are nonnegligible with
the largest impact at absorbing channels near the 2380 cm−1.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but the impulse noise is within the harmonic zone of interferogram.

TABLE II
BT UNCERTAINTY (K) TRIGGERED BY SIMULATED IMPULSE NOISE
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Fig. 6. PSD of simulated imaginary radiance with impulse noise at the interferogram edge area. (a) Directly calculated from simulated imaginary radiance.
(b) Lag-1 difference applied. (c) Both lag-1 difference and normalization applied. Note that there is no difference among all four lines after normalization in
Fig. 6(c).

This indicates the significance to flag observed CrIS data at
the SWIR band that are contaminated by spikes for the user
community. A spike detection algorithm is presented in next
section.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF SPIKE DETECTION ALGORITHM

As analyzed above, the spikes-contaminated radiance shows
a periodic ringing pattern in the imaginary part of the radiance
spectrum. This period ringing pattern is more clearly revealed
in corresponding PSD distribution. The detection algorithm in
this study is thus developed based on manipulation of imaginary
radiance PSD, as described below.

The PSD distribution of imaginary radiance is sensitive to
periodic features introduced by impulse noise on the interfer-
ogram domain. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the PSD distribution of
imaginary radiance spectrum corresponding to the edge cases
in Fig. 4. The peak of the PSD varies with the intensity of
the spike, and the spiky pattern is quickly flattened and is less
clearly visible. To enhance the spiky feature, two additional
reprocessing are applied to the original PSD data, i.e., the
Lag-1 difference and normalization. The processing of Lag-1
difference added a little distortion to the original spiky shape but

the spike-caused peak is well preserved, and the normalization
processing makes sure the spike magnitude derived from differ-
ent impulse events is comparable to each other. From Fig. 6(b)–
(c) displays so-processed PSD distributions of the simulated
imaginary radiance in Fig. 6(a). Even for the case with the
weakest spikes, the normalized PSD [see Fig. 6(c)] still shows
a strong spiky pattern, indicating that the renormalized PSD is
more sensitive to periodic features introduced by the impulse
noise on the interferogram domain. The processing procedure
for generating the normalized PSD distribution is described in
Appendix A.

In practice, the real interferogram always has some shift of
ZPD location so its imaginary spectrum cannot be zero even,
although, there are no spike events, which is different from the
simulated data. Other than ZPD shift, the real interferogram
also contains spectral noise. Fig. 7 is PSD of the NOAA-20
CrIS FSR SDR granule whose beginning time is 02:57:43 on
February 1, 2019, where the Lag-1 difference and normalization
are applied to the imaginary radiance spectral before applying
the PSD. This granule contains 1080 SWIR spectral radiance
samples and some of them are hit by impulse noise events. As
a result, the measured imaginary spectral data are much noisier
than the simulations.
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Fig. 7. (a) SWIR imaginary spectral radiance and (b) their logarithmic PSD with data from a NOAA-20 CrIS FSR SDR granule started at 02:57:43, February 1,
2019, which consists of 1080 spectrum with two impulse events.

In this study, a fitting curve is added to this PSD plot in
Fig. 7(b) to define the threshold between nominal cases and
outliers caused by impulse noise in the following spike intrusion
detection algorithm. By analyzing PSD of CrIS data in the
presence of possible spikes, the PSD show similar features as
found in Fig. 7.

The NPP and NOAA-20 CrIS radiance measurement of
February 1, 2019 is used as an initial training dateset to find
out the coefficients in the fitting equation. Here is the definition
of this fitting curve

Y = 7.384∗log (X)− 61.19. (3)

Here, X is the incremental period values, ranged from 0 to 317
with a resolution 0.62. Any PSD series with values above this
line at each period bin could indicate an impulse noise event. The
features of the PSD should change with the data. The following
three quality control (QC) criteria are demonstrated to efficiently
eliminate false alarms caused by hot scenes by applying (3) to
the CrIS data in February 2019 and evaluating the geographic
pattern of the spike for each case as follows:

1) ignore the results for the first ten period values;
2) ignore the result for the last period value;
3) detect at least two continuous outliers above the threshold

line, with the maximal distance between outliers and the
threshold line larger than five units.

Fig. 8 shows the flow chart of the spike detection processing
in combination with the fitting equation and the three criteria.

IV. APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM TO THE CRIS DATA

The above simulations have shown that the spikes can sig-
nificantly affect the quality of CrIS data at the SWIR band
particularly in the absorption channels. Thus, it is of interest
to assess if the new algorithm can detect CrIS data that are

contaminated by the spikes with moderate or strong intensities. It
is very difficult to quantify the impact of the spikes on the quality
of measured CrIS SDT data since various error sources are mixed
with the actual ES radiance or brightness temperatures. Even so,
some attempts are conducted to quantify the impact of the spikes
on the data quality below.

A. Detection of Spike-Contaminated CrIS Data

First, we apply the algorithm to a few single granules of
the CrIS SDR data in the presence of two specific events, i.e.,
false spike (e.g., sun glint) and double spike occurrence. Fig. 9
displays imaginary radiance spectra of one granule that was
partially within sun glints and corresponding PSD by following
the processing of the algorithm in Fig. 8. The imaginary spectral
radiance contains stronger signal pattern compared with those
unaffected, but no impulse noise events are detected by the de-
tection method [see Fig. 9(b)]. This indicates that the algorithm
is less affected by the imaginary spectral radiance distortion due
to reasons other than impulse spikes.

Occasionally, more than one impulse hit the sensor when it
samples an interferogram, as shown in Fig. 10. In this case, one
hits the second harmonic zone and the other hits the zone near
the ZPD. The corresponding imaginary spectral radiance shows
some periodic feature rather than the random noise and both
impulse spikes are caught by our spike detection algorithm.

In addition to the above two specific cases, this algorithm is
further applied to a long history of CrIS FSR data to assess daily
occurrence frequency of spike intrusions in the data. Fig. 11
indicates the time series of the number of detected spike events
for the SNPP and NOAA-20 CrIS FSR SDR data during the
period between January 1, 2016 and February 28, 2021. The
daily occurrence of impulse noise events is between 300 and
500 for most days, i.e., 0.01–0.02% out of the total number of
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Fig. 8. Impulse noise detection flowchart.

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 7 but with data from a NOAA-20 CrIS FSR SDR granule started at 05:13:11, February 20, 2019.

SWIR ES pixels collected for each day could be contaminated
by the impulse noise.

Some unusual events are found on Fig. 11. A sharp spike
is identified on the SNPP time series around September 10,
2017. It is caused by a strong solar flare, which significantly
increases the number of spike events [14]. The impulse spike
events increases suddenly on September 10, 2017 and reaches
the highest value on the next day, confirming that the solar flare is
the major contributor of charged particles hitting the spacecraft.

Another sudden increase of spike events during the last quarter
of 2018 for both instruments was caused by the implementation
of the first version of impulse spike correction algorithm. Due
to the unoptimized setting of threshold value to detect impulse
spikes on the interferogram domain, this algorithm triggered
many false alarms on the near kernel part and/or the harmonic
part of the ES interferogram, producing many false ringing
radiance cases [15]. An improved version is developed and ready
to implement [16].
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Fig. 10. (a) and (b) are the I and Q components of an SWIR interferogram corresponding to FOV4/FOR16/SCAN3 in a SNPP CrIS FSR SDR granule started
at 06:10:15, March 24, 2019. Two impulse noise events are highlighted on part I interferogram. (c) is the imaginary spectral radiance and (d) is the PSD of this
imaginary radiance.

The shutdown of SNPP MWIR sensors during the second
quarter of 2019 due to the radiation damage slightly lowers
the impulse spike cases, as the result of cooling the internal
environment of the instrument. It is reasonable to see such a
change because the responsivity of SNPP CrIS SWIR is de-
creased during the same time. Some weak spikes may not be
strong enough to exceed the detection threshold.

On the other hand, compared with the spike detection method
based on calibration target measurements in Appendix B, which
can detect around 800 SWIR impulse spike events for each day,
the daily occurrence of detected impulse spike events in Fig. 11
during the period without abnormal events is below 600. This
indicates the reasonability of the detected spike events using
the new algorithm. The difference of about 200 detected spike
events is observed between the two algorithms primarily because
of the high thresholds used in the new algorithm for reducing

the occurrence of false alarms. It might indicate the deficiency
of the algorithm in detecting some weak spikes.

B. Impacts on Quality of CrIS Data at the SWIR Band

The big impact of spikes on the CrIS data has been demon-
strated through the simulations in Section II. However, it is
not easy to quantify this impact through the CrIS observations
because of the difficulty to separate impact of spikes from other
error sources on the CrIS data. Here the community radiative
transfer model (CRTM) [17] is adopted to quantify the spike
impact. Certain errors remain in CRTM simulations due to the
model and profile errors, which are in the range of brightness
temperature errors due to the spikes unless the spike is extremely
strong (see Section II). Even so, two analyzes are conducted
below to assess the impact of spikes on the quality of CrIS
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Fig. 11. Daily occurrence of SWIR impulse noise events for SNPP and NOAA-20 CrIS between January 1, 2016 and February 28, 2021.

Fig. 12. BT difference between CRTM simulation and observation for a NPP CrIS SWIR FOR 27 at 13:25:41, August 9, 2020. The FOV9 in this FOR is hit by
an impulse spike.

SDR data. One is about, one strong nighttime spike case in
the CrIS data occurring over open oceans under clear skies,
which provides a possibility to assess the difference between
the CrIS spectral radiance observations and CRTM simulations.
Another is comparing the uncertainty of the CrIS data at the
SWIR window channels with/without spikes’ contamination.

The CRTM simulation offers a possible approach to assess
impact of a very strong spike under clear skies and over open
oceans, which was discovered among big datasets from 2018
to 2019, although, the simulations are not typically accurate,
particularly in the cloudy conditions. This difference between
the observed CrIS spectral radiances and CRTM simulations
could be within +/− 3 K over most of the CrIS SWIR band.
Fig. 12 is the BT difference between the CRTM simulation
and the SNPP CrIS SWIR measurement that was hit by an

impulse spike at 13:25:43 P.M. of August 9, 2020. This is a
strong event whose spike peak in power spectral domain is 19
units above the threshold. This is a nighttime clear sky case over
the North Pacific Ocean, avoiding the uncertainties introduced
by nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) [18], surface
temperature, and cloud contamination in CRTM simulation. It
is clear that the FOV9 shows much wider variability than other
FOVs, the differences in window channels are in general around
1 K and more than 3 K in some specific absorbing channels.
Notice that this case is labeled as good in overall quality flag
in the operational CrIS SDR data stream. This highlights the
importance of spike detections from the data to ensure the use
of good quality of the data in applications.

In addition to the impact on the quality of the CrIS SDR
radiance at the absorption channels within the SWIR band, the
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Fig. 13. (a) NPP CrIS SWIR normalized window channel radiance uncertainty between 2400 and 2550 WN against the spike peak location and spike peak
distance to threshold in power spectrum domain. (b) Histogram of the baseline normalized window channel radiance uncertainty between 2400 and 2550 WN.
(c) Same as (a) but relative to the mean value in (b). (d) Mean relative uncertainty triggered by impulse spikes against spike peak distance to threshold using the
data between spike location index 150 and 300 in (c).

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13 but using the N20 CrIS SWIR data.

spikes can increase the uncertainty of the radiance at the window
channels inside it. This uncertainty at the SWIR window channel
defined the standard deviation of de-trended and normalized real
spectral radiance, which is calculated using the following steps:

1) collecting the real component spectral radiance between
2400 and 2550 wavenumbers, marked as R(i), i = 1, 2,
…241;

2) conducting a Lag-1 operation to mitigate the impact of
the nonstationary feature. dR(i) = R(i+1) - R(i), I = 1, 2,
…, 240;

3) normalizing the dR series, marked as dR’ =
dR/max(abs(dR)); and

4) calculating the standard deviation of dR’, marked as Y =
StdDev(dR’).
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Fig. 15. Location of NPP CrIS SWIR impulse spike events used in Fig. 13.

Fig. 16. Location of N20 CrIS SWIR impulse spike events used in Fig. 14.

The preprocessing in the first two steps is similar to that for
the imaginary radiance in Section 3 to detrend the data, and
the third step is to normalize the reprocessed real radiance. By
applying the above processing to the CrIS cloud-free oceanic
data in June, August, September of 2018, and December 21,
2019 to March 15, 2020, we obtain the averaged standard
deviation of the normalized real spectral radiance at 2400 and
2550 wavenumbers.

Fig. 13(a) shows averaged standard deviations of the above
data at 2400 and 2550 wavenumbers (see the color of the pixel) as
a function of the location of spike peak (Y-axis) and the distance
of spike peak (X-axis) in the PSD domain. Here, the distance

denotes the values of spike peak above the reference threshold
line generated using (4). The baseline SWIR window channel
radiance uncertainty is calculated using spectral radiance of all
spike-free FOVs within the same FOR. For example, if one
FOV in one FOR is hit by an impulse spike, the other 8 FOVs
are selected to calculate the baseline SWIR window channel
radiance uncertainty and resultant histogram of these baseline
values are plotted in Fig. 13(b). Generally, for a given spike
location index, the farther the spike peak distance above the
reference are, the higher the standard deviations are. Fig. 13(c)
exhibits the normalized standard deviations that are computed
by the ratio of the values in Fig. 13(a) to the mean value of
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the histogram in Fig. 13(b). A similar conclusion is obtained to
that in Fig. 13(a), except for the normalized standard deviation.
For a given spike location index, the farther the spike peak
distances above the reference are, the higher the normalized
standard deviations are. As an example, Fig. 13(d) displays the
mean values between spike index 150 and 300 in Fig. 13(c)
vs. the spike peak distance to the threshold line. The window
channel radiance uncertainty increases exponentially against
the spike intensity. The first five values in Fig. 13(d) are 1.04,
1.05, 1.05, 1.06, and 1.11, respectively, showing that even the
weakest impulse spike event following our definition could cause
4% uncertainty in the SNPP CrIS SWIR window channels.
When a spike peak is 20 units above the threshold line, the
window channel radiance uncertainty can be 400% stronger than
the baseline value. Considering the much greater sensitivity of
absorbing channels to the effect of spikes, the impact of impulse
spikes should be seriously considered for users.

Fig. 14 is same as Fig. 13 but for the NOAA-20 CrIS. Data
in this plot cover impulse spike cases collected in the following
periods: February, March, June, August, and September of 2018,
and December 21, 2019 to March 15, 2020. The results are
similar with the SNPP CrIS. The first five values in Fig. 13(d)
are 1.04, 1.05, 1.06, 1.07, and 1.11, respectively. For strong
events whose spike peak is 20 units above the threshold line, the
uncertainty can be more than 300% stronger than the baseline
value.

The geographic locations of impulse spike events in Figs. 13
and 14 are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. The geo-
graphic pattern of the impulse noise events matches well with
the long term SAA observation [19]. No clustering zones are
found in any places other than the SAA regions, indicating that
the rate of false alarms is pretty low.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, a simulation is firstly conducted by using a
line-by-line radiative transfer model to understand character-
istics of imaginary spectral radiance on the SWIR spectrum
in the presence of various spikes with different intensities and
hitting locations. The spikes can produce a series of periodic
ringing patterns in spectral domain, with more severe ringing in
the absorbing channels than the window channels at the SWIR
band. The simulations also demonstrate the significant impact
of spikes on CrIS data quality at absorbing channels, where
the impulse spike impact on BT uncertainty is approximately
ten times stronger at absorbing channels than at the window
channels.

Furthermore, a new algorithm is developed for detecting
spike-contaminated CrIS data based on the ringing features in
the imaginary part radiance spectrum. The ringing pattern is
better presented as periodic features using the PSD. This method
is applied to CrIS FSR spectral data between January 1, 2016
and February 28, 2021 for SNPP and the data between January
20, 2018 and February 28, 2021 for NOAA-20. In the regular
conditions, approximately 400 moderate or strong spike events
for SNPP and 500 events for NOAA-20 at the SWIR band per
day are observed for each of the CrIS instruments. In addition

TABLE III
INFORMATION OF TWO FALSE IMPULSE SPIKE EVENTS

to the impact of spikes on radiance at the CrIS SWIR band
through the previous simulation, we conducted a case study to
assess the radiance (O) deviation from the CRTM simulation
(B) through a very strong spike occurred under a clear sky,
nighttime, and open oceans. The O-B bias is larger than 3 K at
absorbing channels and around 1 K at window channels within
the SWIR band, demonstrating the significant impact of strong
spikes on observed CrIS radiance at the SWIR band. In addition,
the uncertainty of the de-trended and normalized radiance at
the window channels is found to increases exponentially when
the spike intensity increases. The weakest spike event causes
approximately 4% radiance uncertainty in the window channels;
the strong spike event can trigger several times of radiance
uncertainty in the window channels.

Presently, the first ten values in the PSD domain are discarded
to reduce the false alarms, introduced by very low frequent
periodic features added to the SWIR spectrum, caused by rea-
sons other than impulse spikes, which cannot be completely
removed through the Lag-1 detrending operation. About 3.2%
impulse spike events that hit the kernel zone of the interferogram
are missed by this manipulation. Very occasionally, some low
frequency drifting pattern extends beyond the first ten counts in
the PSD domain, triggering false alarms. Two false spike events
are listed in Table III, both of which are forest fire scenes. The
low frequency drifting pattern imposed by the very hot upwelling
radiance impacts more than ten counts along the x-axis on the
PSD plot. But this type of false alarm is easy to detect when
compared with CRTM simulation at window channels because
a forest fire event usually causes significant difference at SWIR
window channels.

Even so, the new algorithm has demonstrated its stable perfor-
mance in capturing CrIS data that are contaminated by moderate
and strong spikes. Therefore, it is expected that the algorithm
can offer an approach to flag spike-interference CrIS SDR data
in future CrIS SDR operational processing stream.

APPENDIX A

Generation of normalized PSD function distribution of imag-
inary radiance

Renormalized PSD distribution of imaginary radiance con-
tains five steps, as described below.

1) Select the SWIR imaginary spectral radiance Im whose
overall quality flag is “good;” here, Im should contain 637
elements representing the imaginary radiance between
2153.75 and 2551.25 cm−1.

2) Create a new series S using lag 1 difference of Im. This
method could remove the distortion of imaginary spectral
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Fig. 17. Two impulse noise events on calibration target: (left) one on internal calibration target (ICT) scene and (right) another on deep space (DS) scene.
The data are extracted from a SNPP CrIS RDR granule started at 06:37:50, April 29, 2019.

Fig. 18. (Top) Spatial distribution of SNPP CrIS SW calibration interferogram arm with maximal absolute count value greater or equal than (a) 5 and
(b) 6. (Bottom) Spatial distribution of NOAA-20 CrIS calibration interferogram arm with maximal absolute value greater or equal than (c) 4 and (d) 5. Data
date: April 29, 2019.

radiance caused by very hot scenes, such as sun glints and
fire scenes. The imaginary radiance of hot scenes usually
shows some nonstationary pattern and it must be removed
using the lagged difference method [20]. Otherwise the
nonstationary feature will contribute some false alarms in
the PSD plot

S (i) = Im (i+ 1)− Im (i) , I = 1, 2, . . . , 636. (A.1)

3) Normalize S to get a new series S’ that will be manipulated
with PSD

S′ = S/max (abs (S)) . (A.2)

4) Calculate Spsd, i.e., the PSD through Fourier transfer

Spsd = (1/(2 ∗ pi ∗N)) ∗ abs(fft(S ′)) ∧ 2. (A.3)

Here, N is the length of S ′, fft() is the fast Fourier transfer
function, abs(fft(S’)).^2 is the dot product of abs(fft(S’))
by itself.

5) Plot the logarithmic PSD (in dB) against the period index
on the Cartesian coordinate to see the difference between
nominal cases and contaminated cases.

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING CRIS SWIR IMPULSE SPIKES FROM

CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS

Comparing to the earth view interferogram, which has much
wider dynamic range when looking at different targets, the
calibration views only look at the calibration target, which is
much more stable in term of radiative stability. Two impulse
spikes are found on each plot of Fig. 17. Another obvious feature
of calibration interferogram is the sharp edge of the arm part,
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Fig. 19. Daily occurrence of impulse spikes on calibration interferogram between January 1, 2016 and September 30, 2020.

which is due to the signal quantization. A method to detect
spike event is conducted by plotting the event location when
the maximal absolute value of the interferogram arm exceeds
some threshold. The 30 kernel bins, i.e., from 391st to 420th,
are excluded in this test.

Since the calibration measurements don’t have corresponding
geographic location, the nadir position of the scan that the
calibration measurements belong to are used. Comparing to
Fig. 18(a) and (c), lifting the threshold value one unit higher
from five to six for SNPP and from four to five for NOAA-20,
inevitably drops some weak impulse spike events, but effectively
detects impulse spikes without involving false alarms.

This impulse detection method is applied to the historical data
since January 2016 through the end of September 2020. In order
to further depress false alarms caused during excessive thermal
status, the threshold is lifted to seven for both instruments (see
Fig. 19). For SNPP CrIS SWIR, 52 interferogram are confirmed
through the DS measurements and 53 through the ICT on av-
erage. For NOAA-20 CrIS SWIR, the numbers are 53 for both
DS and ICT on average. These numbers are less than half of the
impulse spike number shown in Fig. 18(b) and (d). Since there
are 30 earth view interferogram and 4 calibration interferogram
on each scan, plus considering the 30 kernel, which can also
be hit by the impulse spikes, the average daily occurrence of
impulse spike events on earth view is 818 for NPP and 826 for
N20. Please note that this estimate has already excluded many
weak events, which takes more than half of the total counts.
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